NEVIS offers your company a scalable identity and access management infrastructure.
Make Security an Asset.

In a digitized business environment, reliable protection of data and services is a fundamental prerequisite to ensuring smooth business operations.

The NEVIS security suite is modular and grows with your needs. Its sophisticated architecture and open interface concept enable seamless integration with existing systems and components. Thus NEVIS also protects prior investments. NEVIS reliably shields sensitive data, services, identities and applications from internal and external threats.

Ensure that your corporate values remain safe – with NEVIS.

2 x 3 reasons that make NEVIS a future-proof investment.

1 NEVIS is the Swiss security standard
   NEVIS is the established Swiss standard for protecting sensitive web portals. Top financial service providers, telcos and federal authorities have been relying on NEVIS for many years.

2 NEVIS: Tried and trusted by millions
   NEVIS has been protecting renowned customers for over 20 years: Over 5 million users, more than 500 portals in the finance, insurance and public sectors, as well as 80% of all Swiss financial transactions rely on the integral security concept of NEVIS.

3 NEVIS safeguards your future
   NEVIS grows with you – whether you deal with larger volumes or embrace new technologies. NEVIS customers are thus able to quickly address new market needs and secure competitive advantages.

4 NEVIS fits seamlessly
   NEVIS was designed to provide seamless integration with evolved IT infrastructures. And thus guarantees maximum investment protection.

5 NEVIS features an open architecture
   The modular architecture of NEVIS and its ability to support a broad range of standards like SAML, WS-Trust, WS-Federation, OAuth, OpenID Connect, Radius, LDAP, etc. make NEVIS the first choice when establishing a stable and future-proof authentication infrastructure.

6 NEVIS is close to its customers
   A global team of highly qualified engineers, integrators and designers are dedicated to developing and maintaining NEVIS. In addition, our product development process considers customers’ requirements and market trends when releasing regular updates.

Renowned companies and authorities rely on NEVIS.
NEVIS makes security an asset.
NEVIS is fully modular and thus extremely flexible.

- Central authentication service to manage multiple access points
- Highly flexible and supports multiple plug-ins for various authentication methods
- Secure execution of multi-step authentication
- Able to dynamically adjust authentication strength
- End-to-end security through identity propagation
- Easily configurable via an intuitive web console

nevisAuth
Strong user and system authentication that is highly flexible and easily integrated

nevisIDM
Multi-client identity management that centralizes users, applications, and permissions administration

nevisProxy
Central entry point to access enterprise applications

nevisReports
Dashboards and detailed standard reports make it easy to stay on top of the situation

- Efficient user management with delegated and self-administration
- Reduces costs associated with central user and authentication management
- Increased security with central administration and control
- Facilitates a consistent and transparent security setup in compliance with regulatory policies
- User-friendly with company-wide single sign-on
- Improved data and information protection with in-house access management
- Multi-channel capability with a single NEVISIDM system

- Aspects-oriented dashboards ensure control
- Access to measurement data in near real-time
- Statistics on usage and load behavior for each application
- Logging of session history
- List of security alarms and thwarted attacks
- Complete reports on user account administration
- Detailed reports on role and authorization assignments
- Seamless integration simplifies administration of reporting authorizations
- Export reports as PDF, Word, Excel, etc.
NEVIS is a registered product of the renowned software company AdNovum. AdNovum specializes in the design, implementation and maintenance of software and security solutions that comply with stringent business and technical requirements.

AdNovum was founded in Zurich in 1988 and currently has offices in Zurich, Bern, Budapest, Ho Chi Minh City and Singapore with more than 500 staff serving NEVIS customers around the world.

Trust our employees: 70% of the global AdNovum team are software engineers with a university degree.
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